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KJFK KORD LSGG LSZH (CRACKÂ .Democratic legislators and special prosecutors are working on a deal to allow alleged child molester Larry Nassar to avoid jail time after pleading guilty in the fall to federal charges of sexual assault involving dozens of college athletes, The Wall Street Journal reported. The Journal, citing people familiar with the
negotiations, said the deal would allow Nassar to avoid serving time in prison — a sentence that could have stood at least at 200 years had he been convicted — in exchange for his role in having "bought himself out" of his multiple state prosecutions. Nassar could avoid jail time if he is sentenced to "split the difference" between the lowest
number of years he can be sentenced to in Michigan — 25 to 40 years — and the number of years recommended by prosecutors who have been working with the state, the Journal reported. ADVERTISEMENT The deal also stipulates Nassar must receive credit for the more than 200 guilty pleas he has entered in state court for child molestation and
will be required to submit a "good-faith" letter to the judge overseeing his state cases, saying he will serve his time, according to the Journal. Several of the nation’s largest college athletic conferences are not commenting on the matter, the Journal reported, but since the media broke the story last week, the University of Michigan said that Nassar
was “currently scheduled to appear at a disciplinary hearing scheduled to begin on March 22.” Since becoming aware of accusations from former student Jessica Thomashow — a gymnast who stated Nassar touched her inappropriately on numerous occasions — the university set up its own investigation and claimed Nassar's actions were limited
to fixing lapses in the university's athletics program, The Detroit Free Press reported. “Today’s action is not about one doctor,
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Developing a reliable and secure document management system. Visualize your business's documents the way you want, using high quality display or a smart, mobile-ready virtual desktop. Enhanced productivity. Enterprise content management (ECM) is an essential component of an organization's management systems. Computerized document
management systems have simplified the process of managing documents and have made it easier for people to find, annotate and collaborate on them. Since these systems can store documents in their native format, they allow you to deliver documents to your end users and the business at a higher quality and speed. These systems can also
provide enterprise-level security to protect the sensitive information contained within your documents. Let's take a look at some of the benefits that you can get from these systems. Simple solutions are best for most workgroups. Enterprise Content Management (ECM) systems allow workgroups in the enterprise to share documents. As
organizations become more and more mobile, they are looking for ways to continue with their day-to-day tasks no matter where they are in the world. Previously, if you were traveling, a simple document copy, fax or print job might have been difficult or even impossible to complete because you were not in front of your computer. With ECM, you
can quickly access a document from a web browser, mobile device or email. Workgroups can share documents through email, file sharing sites or over the Internet. This eliminates the need to have all the documents stored within a central location, thereby making the documents available to all the users in the organization. Project-based
management. If you manage a larger organization, such as a government agency or health care company, a powerful ECM system can help you focus on your business processes while keeping track of your documents, and make sure the proper people have access to them. Enterprise content management systems can also help you manage your
documents by category or project. This allows you to further automate processes and track the progress of specific projects. For example, if you are managing a large project to upgrade a client's office to a new software program, you can create a project by using the tracking functionality of the ECM system. In this case, you would create a
subcategory called "Project Update." This subcategory would include your project documents. Then, you would add a new document to the project each time you created a new version or update of the software. If you were working with a group, this system would ensure that everyone working on the project knew which e79caf774b
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